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Warning signs for Trump and Biden: Key takeaways from Tuesday's primaries
In Florida, Gov. Ron DeSantis and Nikki Haley together drew just under 20% of the vote despite having dropped out of the race.
Biden faces potential shift in Latino vote »


	
Appeals court puts new Texas immigration law back on hold

	
FDA approves lifesaving kids therapy; may become world's most expensive drug

	
The French call it 'sport in the room': Sex is back at the Paris Olympics

	
Experience of not feeling 'welcomed' spawned Beyoncé's 'Cowboy Carter' 

	
They panic-bought bidets during the pandemic. It changed their lives.





March Madness



	

Colorado State crushes Virginia in First Four matchup


	

Wagner holds off Howard in First Four, earns date with No. 1 seed UNC


	

Kansas leading scorer Kevin McCullar Jr. out for NCAA tournament


	

How to watch every game of the men’s and women’s tournaments


	

Has Caitlin Clark locked up player of the year? Here are 5 contenders.


	

5 teams that could bust your men's NCAA tournament bracket


	

Most popular bet for men's tourney winner? Of course it's UConn.


	

Bracketology 101: Tips on how to make your picks


	

President Obama reveals his Final Four picks


	

Which teams could actually win the men's tournament?
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Politics·Yahoo News
Trump legal news brief: To raise $464 million bond, Trump says he may be forced to sell off real estate at ‘Fire Sale prices’
Former President Donald Trump says he may be forced to sell off his “Great Assets” at “Fire Sale prices” in order to raise the $464 million bond required as he appeals the judgment in his New York financial fraud trial.


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·Yahoo Celebrity
Where is Kate Middleton? How a private health matter turned into conspiracies and scrutinized photos.
Middleton’s recovery from abdominal surgery has led to what has been dubbed “Katespiracy.” Her own editing of a family photo and a new public appearance has further fueled conspiracy theories.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
US·Yahoo News
Total solar eclipse 2024: When it is, where to watch along the path of totality, how to do it safely and more
Everything you need to know about the April 8 celestial event.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	
	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL Draft 2024: Top 50 big board is heavy on offense, starting with Drake Maye and Caleb Williams at the top
Yahoo Sports NFL Draft expert Nate Tice delivers his first top 50 of this draft cycle, with breakdowns of each prospect's strengths, weaknesses, projections and more.
36 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
NCAA tournament bracket 2024: Your printable March Madness brackets for the men's and women's tourneys
The NCAA men's tournament field is set, and it's time to start filling out your bracket.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best leggings with pockets for 2024
No more worrying about where to stash your phone, keys or cash while running errands or catching up on your favorite shows.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Tech
I tested the best open-ear headphones for 2024, and I'm genuinely surprised
They sound much better than bone-conduction headphones.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
NCAA Tournament Bracket 101: Tips on how to make your March Madness picks
Not sure how to proceed with your NCAA bracket? Let us help.
8 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Amazon's Big Spring Sale 2024 is live: Save up to 60% on cleaning, storage, Easter deals and more



 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
NCAA men's tournament bracket revealed: complete schedule, dates, sites, TV channels and times
The Huskies will defend their national championship as the No. 1 overall seed.
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 News
Microsoft hires Inflection founders to run new consumer AI division
Microsoft has hired Mustafa Suleyman and Karen Simonyan, co-founders of high-profile AI startup Inflection AI, as the Satya Nadella-led cloud giant continues its aggressive push to attract top talent.


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Business·Yahoo Finance
Stock market today: US futures retreat in countdown to Fed meeting
Investors are waiting with baited breath for the Fed's big decision.
1 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best minimizer bras of 2024: 10 expert-approved options for large breasts
These stylish smoothers from Wacoal, Soma and other noted brands are the ones you'll want in your lingerie drawer.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The best soundbars for 2024: My 7 top picks for theater-quality audio at home
A soundbar is one of the best TV upgrades you can buy. Here are the best models for every type of viewer.
7 min read
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Health·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 8 best bed sheets of 2024, according to sleep experts
After testing more than 20 sets, we found the best sheets for hot, cold and neutral sleepers
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NCAA women's tournament bracket revealed: South Carolina claims No. 1 overall seed
The NCAA women's tournament bracket was officially revealed on Sunday afternoon.
7 min read
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Business·Engadget
Amazon discounts Fire tablets by 35 percent ahead of the Big Spring Sale
Amazon has discounted its Fire tablets ahead of its Big Spring Sale.
2 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Business·TechCrunch
Late-stage VCs may be preventing their startups from going public in 2024
While some investors are loudly bemoaning that the IPO window can't stay shut forever, other VCs themselves are actually part of the problem.  A lot of standard VC deal terms give investors the ability to block an IPO or acquisition if they didn't think the timing or price was right, Eric Weiner, a partner at Lowenstein Sandler, told TechCrunch.  While it's relatively uncommon for investors to put in direct language to have the ability to block an IPO — although he has seen it in the past — ther
4 min read
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
25 of the best self-care gifts to treat yourself to this year
Treat yourself to these standout picks from UGG, Cozy Earth, Stanley and more.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
25 thoughtful engagement gifts for couples about to tie the knot in 2024
Love is in the air! These picks from Minted, Nordstrom and other retailers will celebrate the happy couple.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 25 best gifts for your sister-in-law that'll cement you as her favorite family member
Treat your SIL to these finds from Sephora, Anthropologie and more.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 News
What’s going on with the new bill that could ban TikTok?
TikTok faces an uncertain fate in the U.S. once again. After a surprise flurry of activity in the House this week, TikTok is the target of a new government push to separate the company from its Chinese ownership or force it out of the country. TikTok is based in Los Angeles and Singapore, but is owned by Chinese tech giant ByteDance. That relationship that has raised eyebrows among U.S. officials, who warn that the app could be leveraged to further the interests of an adversary.


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 News
Anthropic claims its new AI chatbot models beat OpenAI’s GPT-4
AI startup Anthropic, backed by Google and hundreds of millions in venture capital (and perhaps soon hundreds of millions more), today announced the latest version of its GenAI tech, Claude. And the company claims that the AI chatbot beats OpenAI’s GPT-4 in terms of performance.
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Zion Williamson continues Pelicans' hot streak with dunk of the year candidate
You need to see where Zion caught this alley-oop.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Lifestyle·Yahoo Sports
Jon Rahm reveals his menu for the 2024 Masters Champions Dinner
Rahm won the 2023 Masters by four strokes over Brooks Koepka and Phil Mickelson.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Iowa OT Kadyn Proctor reportedly leaving Hawkeyes after 2 months, likely returning to Alabama
The former five-star recruit and freshman starter appears to be returning to Alabama.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: 5 teams that could bust your men's NCAA tournament bracket
Scott Pianowski identifies higher seeds you should avoid trusting to make a deep run in your bracket.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Ranking the NCAA men's tournament teams from 1 to 68
UConn is the favorite, but there are at least eight others who are legit contenders to cut down the nets in April.
24 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Business·Yahoo Finance
The CEO of Warren Buffett's favorite oil company thinks its stock is 'very undervalued'
Occidental Petroleum's CEO said the company will focus on paying off debt for the next couple of years as it puts a pause on aggressive share buybacks.
2 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Netflix's 'Receiver' series to follow 5 NFL players, including George Kittle, Justin Jefferson, Deebo Samuel
The eight-episode Netflix series follow last year's "Quarterback," which documented the 2022 seasons of Kirk Cousins, Patrick Mahomes and Marcus Mariota.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Dodgers-Padres opener to proceed in South Korea after bomb threat against Shohei Ohtani, per reports
South Korean authorities have so far found nothing to justify the threat as credible.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
NFL: Top 25 free-agent rankings has Justin Simmons as last man left on market
NFL free agency could have some recognizable, big-name stars.
11 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Jerry Jeudy, Browns reportedly agree to 3-year extension worth up to $58M
The contract also reportedly includes $41 million guaranteed at signing.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Fantasy football winners and losers from NFL free agency 2024
With the massive wave of NFL free agency moves behind us, fantasy football analyst Matt Harmon shakes out who saw their fantasy value rise or fall for 2024.
10 min read
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Celebrity·Yahoo TV
Amanda Bynes doesn't participate in 'Quiet on Set.' Here's what the directors say about that.
The docuseries directors “reached out to everyone and anyone that we could” to tell the story, but some — like Bynes — weren’t ready to tell their stories.
8 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Ex-Chargers WR Mike Williams signing deal with Jets worth up to $15 million, per report
The Chargers' cap casualty is Aaron Rodgers' gain.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rams QB Jimmy Garoppolo says he 'messed up' exemption leading to PED suspension
Once the regular season starts, the Rams QB won't be allowed in the facility.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
What does Clemson's lawsuit against the ACC mean? Here are 4 key questions on move that could have massive implications
The result of FSU and Clemson’s legal claims could impact all of college athletics. Will more schools join in? Where could Clemson and Florida State land?
12 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·The Maize And Blue Review
NFL.com predicts team to make big trade to take J.J. McCarthy in NFL Draft
When it comes to NFL mock drafts, the predictions that analysts use often come with some type of information on what a team is looking for as well as general chatter from general managers and scouts across the league.  With the Vikings' recent trade for assets in the upcoming draft, the general belief is that the Vikings are storing ammunition for a draft-day trade and one draft analyst believes the move is to be made for McCarthy.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Former President Barack Obama is going with the two favorites to win the NCAA tournaments
Obama has two No. 1 seeds in the Final Four on the men's side and three top seeds in the women's Final Four.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
US·Yahoo News
A bar went on TikTok to refute a woman's claim their bouncer threw her down the stairs. Now lawyers are involved.
Julia Reel accused a Hubbard Inn employee of physically assaulting her. The Chicago establishment responded on social media and took legal action.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Conor McGregor says UFC return vs. Michael Chandler is set for this summer
"We got confirmation a few days ago that it's all systems go," McGregor said while promoting his new movie.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
US·Yahoo Sports
North Carolina tennis player files suit challenging NCAA's rule that prevents players from winning prize money
Alabama golfer Nick Dunlap won a PGA Tour event in February as an amateur but was unable to collect the first-place prize money.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Dodgers vs. Padres tracker, news, live updates: 2024 MLB season kicks off with Seoul Series in South Korea
Shohei Ohtani, Tyler Glasnow, and the Dodgers will face off against Manny Machado, Yu Darvish, and the Padres in MLB's first regular season game in Seoul.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Free Agency Panic Meter: Is Justin Herbert even a draftable QB this year?
We know it's March and you may be more stressed about your bracket this week than your fantasy dynasty shares. Heck, who are we kidding, you definitely have someone you're stressed about after the flurry of free agency moves in the past week. Matt Harmon and Andy Behrens are back to dust off the 'Panic Meter' and provide clarity and calm to all your submissions.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Saints DE Chase Young will reportedly undergo neck procedure
Chase Young signed a one-year, $13 million deal with the Saints on Monday.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Dodgers vs. Padres: How to watch the 2024 MLB Seoul Series
Dodgers fans, Padres fans, are you ready for the 2024 MLB Seoul Series? Let's play ball!
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 Fantasy Baseball: Wyatt Langford leads 7 key draft sleepers from the outfield
Fantasy baseball analyst Dalton Del Don continues his sleeper series identifying draft gems at every position. This time, he highlights some outfielders.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
MLB 26-and-under power rankings, Nos. 15-11: Minnesota's Royce Lewis, Boston's Triston Casas lead young cores on the rise
The Twins, Red Sox, Cardinals, Yankees and Cubs make up the next tier on this year's list.
13 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: A breakdown of North Carolina and the West region from an odds perspective
Can North Carolina make a run through the West Region?
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
2024 Fantasy Baseball: Jackson Chourio makes the team and more spring training updates
Fred Zinkie catches up fantasy baseball managers on all the pertinent spring training happenings to help set a plan for drafts.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Sports·Yahoo Sports
Has Caitlin Clark locked up Naismith Player of the Year? Here are 5 contenders for the nation's top award
Clark's record-breaking season has transcended college basketball, but there are several deserving candidates this season.
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
MLB Seoul Series preview: What to watch as the Dodgers and Padres kick off the 2024 MLB season at the Gocheok Sky Dome
Shohei Ohtani and Tyler Glasnow will make their Dodgers debuts at 6:05 a.m. ET Wednesday in South Korea.
5 min read
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US·Business Insider
The owner of a $3.4 million Lamborghini yacht screamed 'I will kill you' and threw $100 bills into the water when told he couldn't use a private dock
"I told him respectfully that he couldn't be there, and I honestly was hoping to have a conversation with him about his cool boat," Joseph Holt told CBS8.
3 min read
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US·NY Post
Spring Break’s hottest shot: Bartender serves drink along with a slap to the face, makes $6K nightly
"They think it's entertaining, they think it's funny, they think that it's an experience," bartender Aiyana Callas said. "It's really just all in good fun."
3 min read
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US·Business Insider
Elon Musk accused Jeff Bezos' ex-wife MacKenzie Scott of destroying Western civilization with her philanthropy. Then she quietly doubled her donations.
Scott said she will donate $640 million to more than 360 nonprofits. The sum is more than double the $250 million sum she initially planned to give.
3 min read
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US·Associated Press
A teen weighing 70 pounds turned up at a hospital badly injured. Four family members are charged
Four members of a rural Iowa family are accused of abducting and abusing an 18-year-old relative who had been handcuffed to a bed and beaten so badly that he had brain bleeding and multiple broken ribs, and who was so malnourished that he weighed just 70 pounds (32 kilograms) when he showed up at a hospital earlier this year, court documents say.  Gary Graham Jr., 44, Danielle Graham, 42, Aaron Williams, 20, and a 16-year-old girl, all from Zearing, Iowa, were charged Monday with first-degree ki
4 min read
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Celebrity·SheKnows
This A-List Actor Has Reportedly Been Offered the Role of James Bond & Fans Have Mixed Reactions
After 15 years and five movies in the role, Daniel Craig‘s tenure as the mysterious and cunning James Bond is coming to an end. And while Craig’s charm and sophistication in his performance are unmatched, another actor has reportedly already been offered his role. According to sources for The Sun, British actor Aaron Taylor-Johnson, who …
2 min read
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US·TODAY
Dad arrested after police say he called ‘18 or 19 times’ in under an hour to complain about his son’s homework
Ohio dad Adam Sizemore was arrested after police say he repeatedly called his child's school and then the police to protest his homework.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Entertainment·Total Film
Marvel star Karen Gillan says she "didn't stop crying for days" after watching Mike Flanagan's upcoming Stephen King movie
Flanagan is cranking out another heartbreaker
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·TheBlast
Scott Disick’s Weight Loss Allegedly Has Kardashians Worried He Went ‘Too Far’ With Ozempic
Scott Disick‘s wellbeing has been a topic of conversation on “The Kardashians” for years over his past struggles with substance abuse. Now, his extreme transformation has got the famous clan worried. The entertainer, who shares three children with ex-lover Kourtney Kardashian, raised eyebrows over the weekend with a shocking gaunt appearance. While many speculated Disick […]
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·People
Jenna Bush Hager Says Middle School Boyfriend Dumped Her When He Saw Her in a Bathing Suit
"Middle school is the pits!” Bush Hager declared, as she and 'Today' show co-host Hoda Kotb discussed their scarring childhood experiences
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·Deadline
Johnny Depp Responds After ‘Blow’ Co-Star Lola Glaudini Accuses Actor Of Verbal Abuse
After an episode of the podcast Powerful Truth Angels from Jan. 30 resurfaced, in which Lola Glaudini recounted being mistreated by Johnny Depp on the film set of Blow, the actor has broken his silence. “Johnny always prioritizes good working relationships with cast and crew and this recounting differs greatly from the recollection of other …
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Politics·HuffPost
Melania Trump's Mysterious 2-Word Promise Gets Scathing 'Interpretation' By Ex-Pal
Stephanie Winston Wolkoff said fans of the former first lady shouldn't hold their breath over this one.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·CNN
Ewan McGregor says he had an intimacy coordinator for sex scenes with his wife
Hollywood star Ewan McGregor has said it was “still necessary” to have an intimacy coordinator for the sex scenes in new drama series “A Gentleman in Moscow,” even though he was performing alongside his wife Mary Elizabeth Winstead.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·People
Kate Middleton Sends a Subtle Message with Her Hoodie During Farm Shop Outing with Prince William
The Princess of Wales zipped into a sentimental sweatshirt for the errand with her husband
4 min read
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World·CNN
Kate’s photo of late Queen was doctored, agency says, as princess spotted in public for first time in months
Another official photograph involving Catherine, Princess of Wales was digitally manipulated, according to a leading photo agency, sparking a second royal retouching controversy just as Kate was spotted in public for the first time in months.
3 min read
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US·NBC News
Missouri girl in critical condition after video shows teen slamming her head in 'deranged display of violence'
A fight involving numerous people left a Missouri girl hospitalized in critical condition after what officials called a “deranged display of violence."
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
World·The Telegraph
Palace has lost control of the Princess of Wales narrative – here’s the picture that shows how
For weeks, the cry has gone up from the internet trolls: “Show us proof of life! Where is Kate Middleton?”
5 min read
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Celebrity·Parade
Nicole Kidman, 56, Looks 'Stunning' While Posing in Lingerie for Magazine Photoshoot
Fans praised the actress' effortless elegance.
2 min read
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US·People
Missing Student Riley Strain's Last Text Message Revealed as Parents Express Frustration with Search
The missing 22-year-old University of Missouri student sent his last text to a woman, who apparently had a difficult time deciphering the message
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
Celebrity·People
Kate Beckinsale Shares Hospital Bed Selfie 9 Days After First Revealing Treatment
The 'Underworld' star posted an image of her wearing blue pajamas in a hospital bed on her Instagram Tuesday
3 min read
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Politics·Business Insider
Trump tells the Supreme Court that if he doesn't have 'absolute immunity from criminal prosecution' future presidents could be blackmailed
The former president's legal team also hinted at the potential future prosecution of President Joe Biden if SCOTUS refuses to take Trump's side.
3 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Hillary Clinton Flips Key MAGA Talking Point Against Donald Trump
The 2016 Democratic candidate answered a question that's been on Republicans' lips.
1 min read
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Politics·Associated Press
Jared Kushner, Trump's son-in-law, praises 'very valuable' potential of Gaza's 'waterfront property'
Jared Kushner, Donald Trump’s former White House adviser and his son-in-law, praised the “very valuable” potential of Gaza’s “waterfront property," suggesting that Israel should remove civilians while it “cleans up” the area.  “Gaza’s waterfront property, it could be very valuable, if people would focus on building up livelihoods,” Kushner said in an interview dated Feb. 15, posted earlier this month on the YouTube channel of the Middle East Initiative, a program of Harvard University’s Kennedy 
4 min read
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Celebrity·Variety
‘Blow’ Actor Lola Glaudini Says Johnny Depp Berated Her on Set and Called Her a ‘F—ing Idiot’; Depp’s Rep Says He ‘Always Prioritizes Good Working Relationships’
An episode of the “Powerful Truth Angels” podcast from earlier this year has resurfaced in recent days for featuring actor Lola Glaudini recounting a story from the set of the movie “Blow,” where Johnny Depp allegedly berated her for laughing during a take. Glaudini, who was in the background of a scene in which Depp …
4 min read
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US·LA Times
'I am angry': Golfers demand that L.A. officials stop booming black market in tee times
Members of the all-volunteer golf advisory committee asked why the city has not stopped brokers from buying up tee times and charging up to $40.
6 min read
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Politics·Fox News
Biden awkwardly wanders off stage at Arizona campaign event as he 'couldn’t resist' a baby
President Biden awkwardly wandered off a stage Tuesday during a campaign event at the Mexican restaurant called El Portal in Phoenix, Arizona.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!

 


	 
World·BBC
Newspaper headlines: Kate's medical records 'breached' and Labour's fiscal rules
An alleged breach of the Princess of Wales's privacy and pledges by the shadow chancellor feature on the front pages.
4 min read
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Weather

Ashburn
View your LocationsRemove from favorite locations
Detect my location










Please enable location service for your browser	Enter City or Zipcode


	


TodayPartly cloudy with a high of 64 °F (17.8 °C) and a 51% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 10 to 21 mph (16.1 to 33.8 kph).64°30°

ThuSunny today with a high of 52 °F (11.1 °C) and a low of 28 °F (-2.2 °C).52°28°

FriMostly cloudy today with a high of 54 °F (12.2 °C) and a low of 43 °F (6.1 °C). There is a 75% chance of precipitation.54°43°

SatShowers today with a high of 56 °F (13.3 °C) and a low of 35 °F (1.7 °C). There is a 70% chance of precipitation.56°35°


See more

Fantasy Sports


Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









March 20 -Don't waste too much of your brainpower trying to figure out why people are doing whatever it is they're doing. Sometimes mysteries just have to unfold on their own! You'll figure it out. 
See more
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